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Management of the EU external fishing fleet
Parliament’s vote on a Commission proposal for a revised system of issuing and managing fishing
authorisations is scheduled for the first February plenary session. The revision aims to improve
monitoring and transparency of the EU external fishing fleet, regardless of the area and the
framework in which it operates.

Background
EU vessels fishing in waters beyond Member States' jurisdiction, as well as third-country vessels operating in
EU waters, are subject to an authorisation procedure defined by the Fishing Authorisation Regulation (FAR)
EC No 1006/2008. This regulation provides the legal framework for managing fishing authorisations, and is
part of the control system of the EU common fisheries policy, along with the regulations on control
(EC) No 1224/2009, and on illegal, unreported and unregulated fishing EC No 1005/2008. However, according
to the Commission, the FAR does not allow for efficient and transparent monitoring of the EU external fleet.

Revising the fishing authorisation system
The Commission launched the revision of the fishing authorisation system in December 2015. The proposed
regulation on sustainable management of external fishing fleets would repeal the FAR, and establish a new
authorisation framework. The revision would address the objectives of the reformed common fisheries policy,
and provide consistency with the control regulation. It would extend the scope of the authorisation system to
all EU fishing activities outside EU waters, including practices which have been poorly monitored so far, such
as private agreements between EU companies and third countries, chartering and reflagging operations.
The proposal requires that all fishing vessels applying for an authorisation have a number granted by the
International Maritime Organization (known as the IMO number) and intended to ensure the traceability of
the vessel throughout its lifespan. In the same line of improving traceability, the proposal contains specific
provisions on EU vessels reflagging to a third country and returning to an EU flag, with a view to preventing
abusive practices which circumvent the conservation and management measures in place. Whereas Member
States are in charge of monitoring fishing authorisations, the Commission would have the possibility to get
involved in withdrawing them. Also, part of the electronic fishing authorisation register, showing who fishes
what and where, would for the first time be publicly accessible.

Fisheries Committee’s position
The Parliament's Committee on Fisheries (PECH) discussed the proposal on the basis of the draft report by
Linnéa Engström (Greens/EFA, Sweden), with the Committee on Development (DEVE) providing an opinion.
On 5 December 2016, the PECH Committee adopted its report by 22 votes to 1. The Committee supported the
proposal, which is expected to improve the management of the EU external fleet and to create a level playing
field for all fishing activities conducted under the EU flag. According to the rapporteur, the future regulation
will ensure that the EU fulfils its responsibilities as flag state, as well as state of beneficial ownership.
The report introduces changes to the authorisation procedures defined by the proposal, and precise deadlines
for the Commission to act. Among other things, the report provides a stricter definition of the reasons giving
the Commission the right to intervene in the process of withdrawal of authorisations, and requires that
additional information is included in the public part of the fishing authorisation register, including the
Community Fleet Register (CFR) and IMO numbers of the vessel, and the fishing opportunities involved.

First reading (procedure 2015/0289(COD)). Rapporteur:
Linnéa Engström (Greens/EFA, Sweden).
See also the EPRS 'EU Legislation in Progress' briefing,
New rules for managing the EU external fishing fleet.
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